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POLYMORE
In-line polymer make-up unit from TOMAL
POLYMORE provides a complete dissolving and dosing system
for liquid concentrated emulsion or dispersion polymers.
POLYMORE can be installed in-line, i.e. it dissolves and doses
continuously the quantity of polymer corresponding to the
process consumption.
The multi-zone mixing chamber gives an outstanding
homogenous and activated polymer solution.

POLYMORE Unique Benefits
The POLYMORE is the first polymer feeder ever to use a peristaltic (tube) metering pump instead of a diaphragm pump.
Any maintenance work on the pump is done in a matter of seconds.
The POLYMORE is easy to startup and commission. Connect the water and power supply, and the POLYMORE unit is up and running.
The POLYMORE units are made for wall mounting, and the design is very space efficient. Through the wide product range there will
always be a POLYMORE suiting your needs.

The POLYMORE advantage


Peristaltic (tube) metering pump - less maintenance,
no calibration is needed and only one control for pump
capacity.

 Large non-transparent mixing chamber - long retention time,

polymer solution undamaged by UV-light.
 Easily accessible liquid polymer injection nipple.
 Local or remote (4-20 mA) control standard for all units.
 No need for a dosing pump i.e. a progressive cavity or

diaphragm pump.

POLYMORE Blending system
The POLYMORE works and prepares the polymer solution via three zone process.
1. When the polymer enters the first zone in
the mixing chamber via the injection nipple,
the polymer emulsion or dispersion is
"cracked" instantly via the high energy shear
forces emitted through the zone-1 mixer.

2. In zone-2, mixer number two will

3. When the solution reaches the third

continue to add high energy to the

mixer in zone-3, the more gentle

solution in order to mix with the 		

agitation puts the final touch to

preparation water.

making the solution homogenous,
fully activated and ready to use.

The polymer molecule sinstantly
create the optimum polymer chain.
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POLYMORE Installation
Size of the mid-range POLYMORE duo unit. The POLYMORE units (except maxi) are made for wall mounting via a stainless steel frame work.
The POLYMORE duo only weighs 55 kg, but will be cost effective for your application.

POLYMORE Choosing the correct unit for your application
When specifying for mechanical sludge dewatering, you should preferably choose a POLYMORE unit with longer retention time.
Select the size of machine so that it does not work at its maximum level. For water treatment plants and sludge thickening it is
possible to choose a unit with shorter retention time.

Note

Calculation example:
Sludge amount:

60m3/h

Dry Substance (DS) content:

1,2 %

Polymer requirement per tonne DS (100% polymer):

5 kg

Calculation: (60m /h) * (0,012) * (5 kg/t) =

3,6 kg polymer/h
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Sludge, DS-content and polymer requirement are
always depending on the actual application and type
of sludge and polymer.
Figures given are only as an example.

POLYMORE Technical Data
Max. capacity
100% polymer (kg/h)
0,04

POLYMORE unit

Concentrated
polymer (litre/
hour)

Preparation water
(litre/hour)

Retention time
max cap. min. cap.
(seconds)

0,08

120

210

Mini

2 - 0.08

840

0,3

Mini

3 - 0.6

0,6

180

150

840

0,3

Mini

5 - 0.6

0,6

300

90

420
420

0,6

Mini

5 - 1.2

1,2

300

90

0,6

Mini

10 - 1.2

1,2

600

45

210

1,2

Mini

10 - 2.4

2,4

600

45

210
210

1,5

Mini

30 - 3.0

3,0

600

45

2,0

Duo

40 - 6.0

6,0

600

150

480

4,0

Duo

65 - 9.0

13,5

900

90

420

6,0

Midi

100 - 12

13,5

1.200

120

660

10,0

Midi

160 - 24

27,0

2.400

60

330

15,0

Midi

175 - 38

43,2

3.000

120

450

25,0

Maxi

300 - 54

54,0

6.000

60

240

Available options:
Hall sensor

Pump monitoring

Other electrical options:

A rotational sensor, type Hall effect, for

For monitoring of the polymer supply to the ma-

Voltage 110 V/60 Hz for Duo units (instead of

registration of the amount of polymer that is dosed.

chine. This will stop the unit machine if the polymer

230V.) Voltage 3-phase 460-480 V60Hz for Maxi

A magnet in the pump rotor activates the sensor,

concentrate container is empty, if the tube in the

units (instead of 3x400V).

creating one electrical

polymer pump becoms broken or if the pump

Anti condensator heater for agitator motor.

output for each revolution the pump is turning,

stops working due to a breakdown.

Supply voltage without neutral, max. 500V

which can be transfered to a process controller.

(Only Maxi units).
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Doing maintenance on your polymer pump has never been easier
The pump tube on the peristaltic metering pump is changed within a few minutes.

SYDNEY OFFICE
Unit 4, 4 Narabang Way,
BELROSE NSW 2085
P 02 9450 0995 F 02 9450 0996
sales@tomal.com.au

QUEENSLAND OFFICE
Unit 1, 68 Murdoch Circuit,
ACACIA RIDGE QLD 4110
P 07 3213 1900 F 07 3272 0445
pfcqld@prominentfluid.com.au

VICTORIA OFFICE
Unit 1/21-22 National Drive
HALLAM VIC 3803
P 03 8795 7430 F 03 8975 7431
pfcvic@prominentfluid.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA OFFICE
Office 11, 34 Welshpool Road
Welshpool WA 6106
P 0455 381 035
pfcwa@prominentfluid.com.au
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